
This infographic summarises the outcomes from an industry roundtable conducted in May, 2017. The event, sponsored by 
Entity Solutions, was a discussion forum relating to the challenges and opportunities associated with managing talent pools 
within a contingent workforce. The event was attended by business and industry leaders including; AustralianSuper, BHP 
Billiton, Avanade, Accenture and LightsApp, a contingent technology platform with Entity Solutions representing the 
Contingent Workforce industry.  

Our panel identified the key drivers for the reuse and retention of contingent talent to include; cost containment and protection 
of intellectual property. Cost of recruitment includes all facets of the procure to pay cycle (people, processes, systems & service 
providers). In addition, consider the intangible cost of losing a skilled worker, such as, loss of knowledge which can slow 
productivity and impact your brand.
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According to the PWC, “...40% of the 
technology respondents reported that 
they have had to cancel or delay a stra-
tegic initiative due to talent limitations”
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For us it’s about identifying the right 
skills, behaviours and a good cultural fit, 
so when we get 3 ticks in a row we want 
to be able to either retain that person or 
to re-hire them at a later date.”

MAXIMISING THE POTENTIAL OF A CONTINGENT TALENT MANAGEMENT STRATEGY

MANAGING THE REUSE OF
CONTINGENT TALENT

COST
CONTAINMENT

When sourcing talent, the market-
place is competitive and speed is 
paramount. In order for the contin-
gent workforce option to remain an 
economic alternative to permanent 
headcount, costs need to be con-
tained in the sourcing process and 
strategies set around talent manage-
ment and retention. 

When an individual is engaged 
on contract, they are privy to 
valuable information and can 
become embedded in intimate 
details of projects and technology. 
By retaining contractors familiar 
with the detail, organisations 
can increase productivity on 
similar pipeline projects. 

INTELLECTUAL 
PROPERTY

- Jake Pickard,
AustralianSuper,

 Resourcing Manager

Workforces are undeniably moving toward 
project and assignment based engage-
ments. The various factors contributing to 
this shift require unlimited access to tal-
ent, including the reuse of contingent tal-
ent pools. We will see more organisations 
self-sourcing, placing greater emphasis via 
in-house recruitment capability, networks 
of their key personnel, referrals and aug-
mented with specialist niche agencies.” 

- Neil Merola 
CEO Entity Solutions
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In procurement & sourcing roles, it is vital to retain visibility of 
contractors during the various stages of their tenure in order 
for individuals to be considered for pipeline work. Panellists 
also agreed they would benefit from aligning retention strategies 
to organisational policy, goals, behaviours & culture.  

Given that competition for niche skill sets has increased in re-
cent years, the organisations involved in the discussion were 
looking at implementing strategies around contingent talent at-
traction and retention, where previously it had not been of great 
concern due to the nature of the engagement type. 

THE CHALLENGES TO REASSIGNING CONTINGENT TALENT

OVERCOMING THE CHALLENGES

CLEAR VISIBILITY

The trend across the board was 
that there wasn’t an ideal system 
in place that allowed full visibility 
of permanent workers, assigned 
contingent workers and an avail-
able contingent talent pool. 

Many agreed there was a lack 
of clarity around engagement 
types in their organisations and 
this lack of definition could be 
hindering the efficient manage-
ment of contingent talent pools. 

ORGANISATIONAL POLICY

Make the transition from regarding the 
contingent workforce with nonchalance, 
to incorporating this necessary element 
into a long term workforce plan.

Creating an environment where con-
tractors can develop an appreciation 
of your brand and culture will do a lot 
to enhance the contractor experience. 

CONTRACTOR  
EXPERIENCE

WORKFORCE 
PLANNING

  

The development or investment of a 
skills and calendar technology portal 
will centralise all information relating 
to your contractor workforce.

UTILISE  
TECHNOLOGY

 

ENSURE YOUR CORE CONTRACTOR 
MANAGEMENT PROCESSES ARE WORKING

 

Click here to view the Full Report: Contingent Talent Managed White Paper

RECOMMENDATIONS

REVIEW AND INCLUDE CONTINGENT 
WORKFORCE REQUIREMENTS IN THE 
OVERALL WORKFORCE PLANNING STRATEGY

 
IMPLEMENT ATTRACTION AND 
RETENTION STRATEGIES

UTILISE TECHNOLOGY SUCH AS A 
SKILLS & CALENDAR PORTAL THAT WILL 
HELP PROVIDE VISIBILITY

Contractors can go anywhere, but at Avanade 
we want to give them a memorable experi-
ence so that in 6 months’ time, if a contract 
comes up, I can give them a call and they will 
be excited to come back.”

- Lorenza Cianflone
Avanade

The crux of total workforce management lies 
within its ability to engage talent in real-time, 
irrespective of the source, and align it effectively 
with internal projects and initiatives.”

- The Modern Guide to Total 
Workforce Management

https://portal.entitysolutions.com.au/webcenter/portal/InsightsCentre/pages_detail?id=MANAGRETENTIONCONTINGENTTALENT&type=resource&category=Contractor%20Management

